MARTINA TOPLEY-BIRD
MASSIVE ATTACK

Jeudi 8 Juillet 10 / 20:00 heures
Ouverture des portes: 19:00 heures
Auditorium Stravinski / Montreux
Organisateur et contractant de l'acheteur:
Fondation du Festival de Jazz de Montreux

Place debout
CHF 95,00
Frais inclus
Fait office de reçu / Gilt als Quittung / Ticket receipt
TVA 2.4 % incluse
TVA 401 083

Fondation du Festival de Jazz de Montreux
MASSIVE ATTACK

Ouverture des portes: 19:00 heures

Frais inclus

Jeudi 8 Juillet 10 / 20:00 heures
Auditorium Stravinski / Montreux

Ticket buyer

John Maxwell
Bressonaz Dessus 8
1085 Vulliens

Your print@home ticket

This print@home ticket has to be printed on a white sheet of paper in the size DIN A4. Otherwise there will be no admittance to the event.

The print@home ticket has to be kept carefully. Damage, dirt or other impairment of the print@home ticket can result in a non-admittance of the bearer to the event.

The multiple printout of the print@home ticket is not allowed, as well as copying or reproduction. The Promoter can deny admittance to an event, if multiple printouts, copies or reproductions of a print@home ticket are circulating. If a multiple printed, copied or reproduced print@home ticket has already been admitted to the event, it is most probable, that the original bearer of the ticket will not be admitted to the event by the access control system. In this case the bearer has no right for a reimbursement.

Montreux

44th Montreux Jazz Festival
July 02 - 17, 2010

Sitzplatzgenaues Buchen auf www.ticketcorner.com